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POLANY, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Local logger Kiss Janos is posing for a quick portrait amongst a load of wood logs as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Polany, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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POLANY, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Local logger Kiss Janos is seen writing up daily cutting plans as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Polany, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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POLANY, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: A tractor's fully loaded trailer is ready for departure as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Polany, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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POLANY, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: A tractor's fully loaded trailer is ready for departure as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Polany, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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POLANY, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Workers of the WH Danubius company loading up cut down trees onto trailers as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Polany, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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POLANY, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Workers of the WH Danubius company loading up cut down trees onto trailers as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Polany, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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POLANY, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Workers of the WH Danubius company loading up cut down trees onto trailers as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Polany, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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POLANY, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Workers of the WH Danubius company cutting up freshly logged trees as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Polany, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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POLANY, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Workers of the WH Danubius company cutting up freshly logged trees as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Polany, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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POLANY, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Workers of the WH Danubius company taking a short break in the field as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Polany, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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POLANY, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Loggers of the WH Danubius company are seen pulling cut down trees from a forest with the help of a tractor as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Polany, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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POLANY, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Loggers of the WH Danubius company cutting down and removing fallen trees from the forest as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Polany, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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POLANY, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: An employee of the WH Danubius company is seen sharpening the blades of a chainsaw as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Polany, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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LELES, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: A site manager of the WH Danubius company is seen moving wood logs on the back of a trailer as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis in Leles, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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LELES, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: A site manager of the WH Danubius company is seen moving wood logs on the back of a trailer as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis in Leles, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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LELES, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Employers of the WH Danubius company are seen splitting wood logs with axes as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Leles, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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LELES, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Employers of the WH Danubius company are seen splitting wood logs with axes as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Leles, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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LELES, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Employers of the WH Danubius company are seen splitting wood logs with axes as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Leles, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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LELES, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Employers of the WH Danubius company are loading chopped up wood logs onto a trailer as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Leles, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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LELES, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: An employee of the WH Danubius company is seen chopping up big pieces of wooden logs with a chainsaw as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Leles, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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LELES, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: An employee of the WH Danubius company is seen chopping up big pieces of wooden logs with a chainsaw as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Leles, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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LELES, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: An employee of the WH Danubius company is seen chopping up big pieces of wooden logs with a chainsaw as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Leles, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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LELES, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: Employers of the WH Danubius company are seen splitting wood logs with axes as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Leles, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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LELES, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: An employee of the WH Danubius company is seen chopping up big pieces of wooden logs with a chainsaw as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Leles, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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LELES, SLOVAKIA - SEPTEMBER 23: An employee of the WH Danubius company is seen chopping up big pieces of wooden logs with a chainsaw as firewood loggers in Eastern Slovakia are working at maximum load due to energy crisis near Leles, Slovakia on the 23rd September 2022. Since the breakout of the Russian attacks in Ukraine, loggers have been working around the clock as the demand for firewood is rising due to the energy crisis, including gas shortage and rising gas prices. Robert Nemeti / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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